
 

Member feedback:  Paris - Manhattan 

28 people voted.  The breakdown and comments are listed below. 

‘Excellent’: 7 votes 

 Brilliant, could not stop laughing 

 Lovely, old-fashioned love story with happy endings, for a change. 

 Heartwarming 

aaahh……………!! 

Feel good 

 It was lovely 

 A wonderful tonic, Paris on a cold winters night & romance… 

what more could a girl want? 

 A delightful, amazing film.  A good Christmas choice. 

 Feel good movie. 

‘Very Good’:  8 votes  

 Happy escapism! 

 Very whimsical, but entertaining and it was great to have an up-beat film for a change! 

 At last a romance!  Delightful 

 If she likes Woody Allan, I would have a chance. 

 If you have to watch a ‘Romantic Comedy’, then why not watch this one! 

 Very girly, very good just before Xmas to cheer me up before I max out my Credit Card!!! 

 More like this film 

‘Good’: 8 votes 

 Original, nutty and a bit mad. 

 Great to have a contrast after “The Hunt”  

 Very funny, if somewhat predictable. 

 Trifling, but I wasn’t bored.  And I’ve always wanted a scooter! 

 Despite many flaws, a delightful piece of pre-Christmas froth. 

 What you’d expect in a Pharmacy – a long perfume ad. 

Can’t wait for “Manhattan-Paris”!! 

 A nice bit of fun. 



‘Satisfactory’: 4 votes 

 Teenager’s fantasy? … for grown-ups 

OK, if all you ever go to see is mediocre films.  By these standards, quite sweet and charming 

but … boring? … 

 As someone said near to me “Light & Fluffy”.  By the end I was charmed – enjoyable. 

 Efficiently written and delivered by machine to a slightly original idea for a romcom.  I didn’t 

think much of it – but will see more Woody Allen. 

‘Poor’: 1 vote 

 

Based on the above, the film had an overall score of 3.57. 

 


